COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE (WORKING SESSION)

FEBRUARY 14, 2006

SIGN ENFORCEMENT
(Referred from the Council meeting of December 12, 2005)
Council, at its meeting of December 12, 2005, adopted the following:
That this matter be referred to a future Committee of the Whole (Working Session)
meeting.
Report of the Commissioner of Legal and Administrative Services dated November 29, 2005.
Recommendation
The Commissioner of Legal and Administrative Services, in conjunction with the Senior Manager
of Enforcement Services, recommends:
That Council provide direction respecting the following:
i)
ii)
iii)

restricting election signs to designated locations
requiring a deposit from candidates as a measure of enforcement to reduce illegally
placed election signs
a reduction in the size of election signs

Economic Impact
Should Council opt to require a deposit in respect of election signs from candidates as a measure
to increase enforcement, some revenue would be realized.
Purpose
This report is to provide information on sign enforcement and potential amendments to the “Sign”
By-law.
Background - Analysis and Options
Council, at its meeting of May 9th, 2005 (Item 4, Report 28) requested Enforcement Services staff
research the feasibility of having designated locations for election signs to be displayed on Public
Property and what size limitations might be recommended.
Inquiries with a number of municipalities were made over the summer of 2004. With the exception
of Toronto and Markham, the area by-laws are very similar to those of Vaughan. Both Markham
and Toronto require a $200.00 deposit for posting signs on public property and hold back funds
for each sign seized. This is predominately for election signs as the posting of signs on city
property is illegal except by permit.
During Ward 5 by-election in November 2004, Enforcement Services confiscated 532 election
signs, which were placed contrary to the By-law. If candidates were charged twenty dollars
($20.00) per sign, it would have resulted in more than $10,000.00 being collected from offenders.
It was also noted during the last municipal election that numerous complaints were lodged from
the public regarding the size of election signs. We also received complaints from candidates
regarding the posting of numerous candidate signs on the same supporting structure.
Presently, the City of Vaughan has more than 40 locations on Private property (see Attachment
1) that allows for the display of third party signage by permit ($50.00) if a commercial enterprise,

or written authorization (free) if a charity or religious organization. These areas include open
spaces, storm management areas, woodlots, and Ontario Hydro corridors, and are enforced
under By-law 178-2003, administered by the Commissioner of Engineering and Public Works and
enforced by Enforcement Services.
In an effort to control the proliferation of election signs, consideration might be given to allow
designated areas for the display of election signs. In light of complaints that election signs are
too large, Council may wish to reduce the maximum size allowed under the sign by-law which is 5
square meters, to 2 square meters.
In addition, should Council wish to increase enforcement on illegally placed signs, a deposit could
be required from each candidate with an amount forfeited for each illegal sign seized by
enforcement staff.
Relationship to Vaughan Vision 2007
This report is consistent with the Vaughan Vision through promoting service excellence,
community safety, and developing collaborative solutions. Staff resources have been allocated
and approved.
Conclusion
Over time many complaints from the public have been received respecting the proliferation and
size of election signs and illegally placed election signs. Council has requested a report
addressing this matter. Recognizing that Council will ultimately decide the appropriate level of
election signage and enforcement, staff are presenting options for consideration.
Attachments
1.

Information Sheet: Election Signage Criteria For 2006 Elections
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